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FROM THE CHAIRMAN
At the recent Team Committee and 333 meetings we discussed how we spend the valuable income from 333 subscriptions. We noted that a significant proportion of the income was being spent on the production of the annual reports and
newsletters. Chris Wycherly writes “333 supporters raised £13610 income in 2017, of which £4626 was spent on the
Annual Report, and £1707 was spent on the 2 newsletters. This adds up to £6409, which was nearly 50% of 333 revenue.”
Whilst we understand it is good to keep you informed about what we are doing, we felt this was not the best use of
your donations. We believe the majority of 333 members would prefer their subscription to go towards our core activity
of helping people in difficulties in the mountains. We have therefore decided to move to producing a short news sheet
twice a year instead of the normal newsletter. This is the first of these news sheets. We hope most members will accept
the news sheet electronically, and you can indicate your preference for this on the membership system at https://membership.ogwen-rescue.org.uk/. Please email treasurer@ogwen-rescue.org.uk for assistance accessing the system.
Of course we will continue to send the news sheet in the post for those who want it that way. You will also be able to
keep in touch with the Team and 333 using our website https://www.ogwen-rescue.org.uk/, and our Facebook page
https://www.facebook.com/ovmro/. We have yet to decide what we will do regarding the annual report, but we hope to
make some cost savings there too.
In terms of current team activities, the main highlights are that we have now had 74 callouts this year. About 25% of
these have been handled by Team Leaders speaking to the casualty, and this has taken quite a load from team
members whilst meaning Team Leaders continue to do a lot of work. We are undergoing a Mountain Rescue England
& Wales peer review in September. The aim of this will be to give us a view from external auditors about how we
perform administratively and operationally. This will help us improve for the future.
Otherwise things are continuing as usual. Thank you for your continuing support of OVMRO.
Andy Harbach - Chairman OVMRO
333 NEWS JUNE 2018
333 can now boast a membership of 575.
The new leaflet has now been completed and copies are available for distribution. Hopefully we will be able to put them
in various shops and hostels around the Ogwen Valley, this should attract some more supporters.
There was only one event in the first half of the year, which was in January, which was the extremely well attended
Turkey and Cobweb walk, ably lead by Dave Salter. It is intended to repeat the walk as the weather was not too kind
and some participants would like to spend more time looking around the hill fort.
To date we have planned: Sun 1 July
Midsummer madness walk
Sun 22 July
Navigation day
Sun 2 September
Tracking and clue awareness
Sun 30 September
333 casualty care day
Sat 3 November
Night walk
More details can be found on the team web site, supporters section, and details will be emailed to all members
nearer the time.
The team has been invited to hold a stall outside of the church in Betwys Y Coed on Thursday 2nd August at St Mary's
church in Betws y Coed, for the Women’s Institute Summer Fair. Start at 9.30 - 10.00 and usually pack up at about
15.30. As OVMRO is their main charity, any 333 members would be welcome to come along and help.
******** Free tea and homemade cake *******

There has been more merchandise added to the shop.
A stunning grey T shirt with a large 333 logo on the front, available in grey, in four different sizes.
A reusable mug, do your bit for the environment. Purple with the 333 logo.
Thanks to Alan Green for organizing the photo competition to find photos for a calendar and this year’s Christmas
cards. There were 236 stunning entries of an extremely high standard. The difficult job of choosing 12 for the A4 calendar, 5 for general notelets and 5 for Christmas cards went to Dave & Carol Salter, Robin Trangmar & Matt Nobles.
A very big thanks to them. These will be on sale in the autumn, get your order in quickly as the cards all sold out last
year. See the website for details, any suggestions for other items would be appreciated, let us know.
The date for the AGM Saturday 27th October. 18:00 for 18:30 at the Siabod Café.
THANKS FOR YOUR CONTINUED SUPPORT
Chris Wycherley 333 Secretary

secretary@333.org.uk

BASE VISIT
A group from Berrymede Junior School visited base on 28th May. Here is a short report from Steve Cotton.
For the last 4 years we have taken children from the school which is set in a deprived area of Acton, London to
walk up either Snowdon or Tryfan. Our children are aged between
7-11.
We work closely with Westway Climbing Centre and have really
taken to climbing by having two traverse walls installed at the
school as well as a bouldering/climbing wall. I have a history with
Tryfan as my Taid jumped the stones in the 1920's and had his
photo in the Liverpool Echo which I have a copy of, I emulated this
in 2010. We have about ten children and some of them climbed
Glyder Fach last year and Two them climbed Tryfan two years ago.
I just wanted to pass these on to say a massive thank you from the
staff and children that came to see
your amazing team. Your team were
so welcoming and put on an excellent rotation of lessons for the
children. I think Oggy may have stolen the show at the end though:)
We hope that our small donation will go some way to supporting your team with
more rescues.

Kim explaining the ‘OPs Room’

Jed fitting a vacuum splint

Welcome to the new format OVMRO newsletter.
The newsletter relies on contributions from the membership so please think about writing an article or providing a
picture.
Russ Hore - russ.hore@ogwen-rescue.org.uk - Editor

